Blue Shoe Arts answers the call for imagination

Gallery and studio encourage adults to communicate creatively

Marie Sowers burst through the art studio door one morning, eyes aglow, and announced that she knew exactly what she wanted to do that day. "I had an interesting dream last night, and I want to paint it on canvas," she exclaimed.

Marie's passion to create visual art is shared by the other artists who work alongside her at Blue Shoe Arts in Lancaster, Ohio. Their art is as diverse as the artists themselves. Paintings of people, places, and things; sculptures of animals and computer robots made with found objects; and dolls with clay heads and funky cloth bodies bring delight to viewers. Besides being displayed in the Blue Shoe Arts gallery, Blue Shoe Arts artists' pieces are featured in several other galleries and compete in juried art shows throughout the year.

In 2003, Fairfield County Board of Developmental Disabilities staff members envisioned ways to offer creative employment opportunities for adults with disabilities. Blue Shoe Arts was launched the following year with a mission to:

- Discover individuals with talent in and passion for the visual arts.
- Help individuals develop by providing studio space, materials, instruction, and encouragement.
- Offer the opportunity to market the works to help the artists gain financial independence and grow self-esteem.

Each participating artist works independently in his or her preferred medium in the gallery's studio one or two days a week. The artists receive 100 percent of the artworks' sale price minus supply costs.
Blue Shoe Arts artists also collaborate on collective art such as sculptures, butterflies, ornaments, and jewelry made of recycled materials. The artists' images are also applied on note cards, t-shirts, and jewelry produced off-site. Profits from these sales support the program, and Blue Shoe Arts has earned a profit for the past three years.

First to join Blue Shoe Arts was Joseph A. Greene, a self-taught cartoon painter who had created his own line of preteen characters by age 4. Now 51 and in his sixth year at Blue Shoe Arts, Joseph has sold more than 600 pieces of artwork, and many collectors prize his work. Unable to hear or speak, Joseph relies on his other senses and has become an adept communicator through his whimsical acrylic paintings. His art has won awards, and he was a cartoonist for the Lancaster Eagle-Gazette. Most important, Joseph has achieved his goals of earning an income as a professional artist and bringing smiles to people's faces with his unique art.

Being involved and competing in visual arts has helped level the playing field for adults with disabilities and connects them to the community. Jen England, writing in the spring 2009 issue of Southeast Ohio Magazine, noted that Blue Shoe Arts "has put a face on the adults, who often find themselves overlooked by the public."

Blue Shoe Arts continues to thrive in the community. Recently, the gallery and studio moved into larger quarters after the Fairfield County Board of Developmental Disabilities acquired Art & Clay on Main in downtown Lancaster. The combined businesses have become an inclusive arts center offering art and ceramic classes for the public and displaying works of regional and Blue Shoe artists alike.

Blue Shoe Arts Director Cheryl Fey observes, "Building social circles, increasing self-esteem, earning an income, and working at what people love to do -- this is what Blue Shoe Arts is all about."

Above: "Flying South" by Marie Sowers, 2' x 4' acrylic on canvas.
Below: "The Flea Circus" by Joseph A. Greene, 12” x 12” acrylic on canvas.

For more information about Blue Shoe Arts, including images of the featured artwork and profiles of the participating artists, visit www.blueshoearts.org or call Blue Shoe Arts Director Cheryl Fey at (740) 653-1755. The Art & Clay on Main website is at www.artandclayonmain.com.